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Caveat, Acknowledgement, and 
Crossed Fingers
› Credit to Sandra Garrett for Dissertation 
Research
› Working as HTAP “Post-Doc” Feb -- July 2007
› Interviewing at Clemson “As We Speak”!
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So, What about GROUPER?
› Group Performance Environments Research
– Facility with acronyms, lots of ideas
› Group / Team -Oriented Research on Groups & Teams
› Combining Engineering and Social Psychology
– Sociotechnical Systems Engineering 
– Systems Dynamics/Engineering
› Emphasis on Information Flow and Information 
Technology
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The Group Performance 
Environments Research 
(GROUPER) Laboratory 
mission is to be a premier 
research and development 
team in the design, evaluation, 
analysis, and improvement of
informated systems on Earth 
and in space.
GROUPER Mission Statement
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“How People Get, Share, and 
Use Information… Well”
› Aspects of Human-Computer Interaction and Interface 
Design
› Distributed Expertise and Knowledge Sharing
› Design and Implementation of Information Technology 
in Organizations
› Task Coordination and Performance in Critical, Event-
Driven Environments
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Systems Engineering Design Issues
› System Definition
– What problems are you addressing?
› Components
– What features are important to you?
› Flows and Interactions
– How does stuff get from one “place” to another?
› Performance Criteria
– How do you know when you’ve improved anything?
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Group Performance and 
Information Flow Factors
– Task needs
• Type of information to share (e.g. system 
status)
– User characteristics
• Expertise levels, level of interest, time willing / 
able to spend, system performance expectations
– Situational constraints
• Information criticality, alternative sources, 
total time available to complete task
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Multi-Team Coordination 
Challenges
› Primary Emphasis of Industrial Engineering, but 
Difficult in Real Life
› Technology Challenges of Enabling Effective 
Coordination
› Social Challenges of Different Types of Knowing 
and Expert Coordination
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Rocket Science Meets Brain 
Surgery
› Issues for Effective NASA Mission Control 
Overlap with Effective Healthcare Delivery
› Healthcare As High Risk, High Consequence 
Task Performance Setting
› Overlap of Cultures and Social Perspectives
› Similar Information Flow and Communications 
Concerns
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Provider vs Patient Flow Focus
› Different Emphases on Analysis and 
Optimization
› Throughput of Patients (Outputs)
› Coordination of Providers (Process)
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Differences in Models
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Critical Aspects of Coordination  
in Healthcare Delivery
› Medical Practice as Distributed Expertise 
Coordination with Changing Task Demands
› Many Potentials for Catastrophic Outcomes
› Documentation and Coordination of Practice 
Critical
› Expertise and Problem Solving Meets Human 
Performance Constraints
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Task Coordination and Resource 
Foraging to Improve Performance
› Foraging and Resource Gathering as Metaphor
– “Staying ahead of the work”
– “hunting and gathering for needed resources”
› How Does Foraging Work in Healthcare 
Teams?
› How Do Teams Coordinate Tasks to Improve 
Care?
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Lessons from Garrett Dissertation
› Studies of Two Indiana Outpatient Clinics
› Observations of Physicians, Nurses, Assistants
› Attempts to Build on Existing “Time and Motion”
Research and Task Classifications
› Attempts to Validate Definitions and Types of 
Event-Driven Foraging
– Resources needed for specific events, not habits
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Important Outcomes
› Multiple Forms of Resources, Hard to Switch
– Information; Physical Resources; Expertise; Environments
› Event-Based Issues
– Proactive (before event) vs reactive (after event)
– Latent (unknown or difficult to predict event)
› Activity and Delegation
– Active (I get resource myself)
– Passive (Resource just arrives)
– Delegated (I ask someone to get it, they bring it to me)
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Critical Issues and Problems
› “Time and Motion” Concept from IE Not Used 
Consistently in Medical / Nursing Research
› Task Types and Classes Conflict Based on 
Device, not Task Function
– Expert consult via phone vs. face to face classified 
differently
– Information needs vs. changing technologies for use
› Primary Focus on Individuals Doing Sequential 
Tasks
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Task Coordination Demands
› Medical Literature:  Get Rid of Interruptions!
– Interrupts completing current task
› Medical Practice: Lots of Simultaneous Tasks
– Can’t assume full attention on (low priority) task 
› Medical Teams: Lots of Coordination
– Asking for information or expertise on higher priority / more 
urgent task
› Some Interruptions Are Good!
– Emergency patient situation vs. routine documentation
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Learning Good Ways to Switch 
Tasks
› What To Optimize?
– People seem to optimize gain / cost, not absolute gain
› Performance Modeling
– Multitasking vs Production processing
› Challenges Across Time Scales
– “It took too long to write the to do list!”
– Cognitive cues for lower-level tasks (indirect pointers)
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Resources and Effective Task 
Load Management
› Time Available (Task Urgency)
› Time Available vs Time Required (Time 
Pressure)
› Overall Workload (Task Load)
› Success Criteria (Optimal vs Satisficing)
› Developing Tools to Describe Events
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Managing Events and Resources
Garrett, 2007 dissertation result
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Importance of Detecting Signals 
and Managing Events
Garrett, 2007 dissertation result
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The Challenge of Task Switching
› Effortful Cognitive “Executive” Function
› More Tasks = More Value of Expertise
– Task evaluation
– Task production speed
– Task switching speed
› More Complex Rules = Less Performance!
– Complexity of strategy defeats performance gains
– Marginal gains from satisfactory to optimal
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How Do Strategies and Tasks 
Change as Teams near Capacity?
› Time Pressure Research on Changes
– Acceleration, Reprioritization, Omission
› Changing Roles and Response Criteria
› Task Stabilization vs Completion
– Picking which tasks to provide interim solutions
– Strategic triaging of resources and constraints
› Effects of Effective Coordination Become More 
Pronounced
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Event – Procedure Development 
Cycles (Operations – Reference)
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More Areas for Future Research
› How Do Experts Coordinate Interruptions and 
Task Switching?
› What is a “Good Amount” of Proactive 
Foraging?
› How Does Expertise Affect Resource Use and 
Timing during Event Response?
› What Tools Will Best Support Coordinated 
Foraging and Provider Team Care Delivery?
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› Come Visit GROUPER
– 136 GRIS
– PERCH Meetings Weekly
• (Performance Enhacement Resources for 
Comprehensive Healthcare)
